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the irrigation congress is a world's testify that real gas that will burn
bers of the
Due to Insurrection,
ing postoffice sites have been chang- has been postponed from the May to to a well. The unfortunate man was ofT the job got a sentence of from
not
and
an American insti has been struck at Yoakum
congress
of a mile
costs. Pedro
ed: Dale, Union county,
November term of court because of adjusting a pump and was standing three to five years and
G. Small have tution solely, and that we Invite the
Dr. and Mrs.
south; Lewiston, Roosevelt county, certain newspaper articles to which upon a plank placed across the mouth Maldonado of Sabinal, Old Mexico, returned from Standley
El Paso where they whole world, on behalf of the United SEVENTY-FIVMEN ENThomas Brani-gaSC3 yards northeast.
Dennison took exception.
of the well. The plank broke and he was given from two to five years and spent several days. Dr. Small de- States as a whole, to participate in
TOMBED IN COAL MINE.
has been commissioned postmas- Judge
a
out
of
of
case
coBts
for
eggs
stealing
138
of
feel
a
an
distance
to
to
to
of
to
actual
and
fell
the bottom,
it,
it
nied strenuously that he had gone
part
Seranton. Pa.. Anril
7
tn
ter at Las Cruces and William A. JUST AS GOOD LAND
feet. Forsander elaves a wife and Santa Fe freight car. Felipe Chaves the Pass City to pick out a model tour- benefit, by its wholesome accomplish-- seventy-fiv- e
men employed in the Pan- Johnson at Lewiston, Roosevelt
two
to
to
one
from
was
sentenced
TO BE HAD HERE. two children.
ing car, although he is a member of meius year oy year, sow is tne time coast mine of the Seranton Coal Com- years and costs for the theft of sever- the board of examiners of chauffeurs and Chicago is the place to bring pany at
Denver, Colo., April 7. One of the
Throop are entombed with all
al bales of hay from Sam Driver, a lo- and knows a
valchances of escape, it is believed, cut
good deal about benzine about this big step."
Anastacio Lucero Dead Anastacio
As Windy at Raton as at Las Vegas biggest land deals in the Grand
Lester
cal
merchant.
delicatessen
Mr. Blanchard asserted that gov- off. A fire is raging along the entire
buggies.
The sheet iron roofing on the brick ley was closed today when Frank P. i ,i.ovn in old soldier, died this' morn
a Denver mllltonaire, purchased ing at 'his home on Canon Road, aged Creevey, who opened a stock car full
"El Paso seems quite quiet, for a ernment surveys had shown that there vein owing to the
engine house havplant at Raton was torn off yester Reed,
112 acres of fruit land near Palisade 68 years. Death was due to old
sheep and carried off one, was giv- city so near the war zone," said the are 30,000,000 acres of lands available ing been set ablaze.
day by the high wind and blown for
on
me
too
to
out
uib
suit
to
live
"in
years,
in the arid sections of the west for
fact
quiet
No Hope for Rescue.
physician,
several rods beyond the plant. The and Clifton for $80,000. The land was Tho funeral will take Place at 7:30ie"
for the merchants.
Many of them com irrigation and that the Reclamation
Seranton, April 7. Two men who
stable belonging to E. K. Cassell in the property of George W. Bowman, a. m, tomorrow irom ine vainearai. trict attorney's recommendation
was suspended plain that busines has been paralyzed Service ultimately will have created escaped said that fifty men were shut
East Raton was also unroofed and A. G. Bowman and A. C. Cutter of Interment will be In the national cem- clemency, sentence
Undertakers Mulligan and during good behavior. The convicts by the insurrection in the republic in these deserts homes for 2,000,000 in by the fire this afternoon. It was
ether property in that vicinity dam- Palisade, Mr. Reed plans to develop etery.
will be taken to Santa Fe tomorrow j where people are fearful as to the
admitted that the task of rescue Is alaged by the powerful draft pouring his orchard property In the Grand Rising will he in charge of the funOUllOOK.
(Continued on Page Eight.)
most hopeless.
by Sheriff Sanchez and deputies.
valley.
eral arrangements.
out of Railroad canon.
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EFFECT OF ONE BOTTLE.
Crandall, Texas. "After my last
spell of sickness," writes Mrs. Belle
Teal, of this city, "I remained very 111
and stayed in bed for eight weeks. I
couldn't get up all this time, and
though my doctor came to see me every day, he didn't do me any good. I
had taken but one bottle of Cardui.
when I was up, going everywhere, and
soon I was doing all my housework."
Cardui helps when other medicines
have failed because it contains ingredients not found in any other medi
cine. Pure, safe, reliable, gentle-ac- t
ing cardui is tne ideal medicinal ton
ic for weak, sick women. Try it.

THE LITTLE STORE

We Have

Sweet Peas Seeds
Bulk and Packages
25 Varieties.

the big plate glass windows in the
front of the Montezuma restaurant
on Center street. Uis Vegaa Op'ic.
Newspaper Change at Tucumcari
James McVey, editor of the Cimarron
visitor here
News, was a business
Monday. He has purchased the interest of the Tucumcari Printing Co.
in the Cimarron Printing Co. and he
and V. W. Hicks will publish the
in
Cimarron
the future.
News
Messrs. Hicks and McVey have been
Print
employees of the Tucumcari
ing Company for several years and
we hope to see them succeed at Cimarron. After the sale to Mr. McVey
he in turn sold an interest to Hicks
and they took personal charge of the
plant last Tuesday. Tucumcari News

j
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MARCH 17th THE DAY TO PLANT THEM

Corner Plaza. Ssnta Fe.

Telephone

ur.j

Soon shall their genial influence call
A thousand buds today,
Which, waiting but that balmy fall
In hidden beauty lay.

Louis Napoleon

.4

Groceries and Delacatessen

CREAM PUFFS, BREAD, ETC

FRESH CAKES

HQ

E'en now full many a blossoms beTl
With fragrance fills the shade;
And verdure clothes each grassy dell
In brightter tints arrayed.
But mark! what arch of varied hue

EVERY DAY

From Heaven to

earuns

uoweur

Haste ere it. vanish! haste to view
The Rainbow in the cloud!

SMOKED BLOATERS FOR LENTEN OBSERVERS
IMPORTED OLIVE OIL

j

IX-1-

No. 40.

WE GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS
ALL
CASH PURCHASES
WITH

FRESH PIES

DC! HMD

"The Rainbow."
(By Felicia Hemans.)
I set my bow in the cloud, and it
shall be a token of a covenant
between me and the earth.
Genesis
Soft falls the mild, reviving shower
From April's changing skies
And raindrops bend each trembling
flower,
They tinge with richer dyes.

inter Grocery Co.
Southern

V

I nil uhili huubu
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j
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For Falling Hair

Established 1856.

You Run No Risk When You
Use This Remedy
.We promise you that, if your hair
is falling out, and you have not let it
go too far, you can repair the damage already done by using Rexall
"93" Hair Tonic, with persistency and
regularity, for a reasonable length of
time. It is a scientific, cleansing, germicidal preparation, that destroys microbes, stimulates good circulation
around the hair roots, promotes hair
nourishment, removes dandruff and restores hair health. It is as pleasant to
use as pure water, and it is delicately
perfumed. It is a real toilet necessity.
We want you to try Rexall "93"
Hair Tonic with our promise that it
will cost you nothing unless you are
perfectly satisfied with its use. It
comes in two sizes, prices 50c. and
obtain
$1.00. Remember, you can
Rexall Remedies in this community
only at our store The Rexall Store.

Refused Road Petition The board
of Mora
of county
commissioners
county at its meeting this week re-- j
fused to grant the petition of a num-.- ;
ber of residents of the county asking
for the establishment of a road on the
section line between Wagon Mound
and Levy. The reason for this action
was lack of funds to condemn the nec-- j
essary land. The county is not per--i
mitted to incur indebtedness for this
kind of improvement.
Las Vegas Library Popular The
Carnegie library is increasing in pop- ularity, as is shown by the report of
the librarian for the month of March.
During the month l.'lfl books were
loaned and cards were issued to twen
ty new patrons. The number of persons using the library was 2,290. Durbooks were
ing the month forty-siadded to the library by gift, increasing the number of bound books to
6.690.
The library is provided with
plenty of newspapers and current
Las Veens Optic.
periodicals.
Shooting at Carlsbad It is Jesus
Valenzuela, who is now accused
of
the killing of Martin Mendoza at;
carlahnd dnrW a .ir.miron
aml s R0(irjKue2. !in( c Rodrieue?'
who are in jail as witnesses
All nar-- l

Our beautiful lines for Spring repre-

sent the most complete assortment
of choicest White Frabrics both
fancy and plain. We show the best
of everything for Waists, Gowns,
Undermuslins Childrens wear etc.
j

1S91.1

And still the brick famine continues.
Tomorrow evening the monthly reception at the home of the Governor
will be held.

l
i

substantial

railing

has

Bros. Co.

White Goods For Spring

(From the New Mexican of this date

A

Incorporated 1903

lelipan

20 YEARS AGO TODAY

x

7, 1911.

A

India Linons
Dotted Swisses
Nainsook
Poplin
Dimity

Persian Lawns

Great Array of Dainty

Materials Temptingly Priced

Long Cloth
Flaxon
Voile

Batiste

been

placed around the Weber block exca
vation,
Oscar Hodgen.
familiarly known
as Pine Tree Jim, the discoverer of
the Pine Tree mine at San Pedro,
and an old partner of S. D. Baldwin,

FOR

HALF A CENTURY THE LEADING

DRY GOODS HOUSE

CITY

j

P.O. Box 219

Phone 39

dispatch from Helena says he has
Paid $100,000 for a mine he lo- -

bn

How bright its glory! there behold
The emeralds verdant rays,
Las Vegas Man Found Dead on
National Affairs.
The topaz blends its hues of gold
Three troops of cavalry have been
Doorstep Florentine Flnres, of Las
Ever
The Simplest and Most Compact Gasoline Engine
With the deep ruby's blaze.
Vegas, was found dead on the! ordered to police the Sequoia and the
school house steps hy children who Yosemite National
Constructed. Its small but extremely powerful, makes
parks.
Yet not alone to charm thy sight
amvi'u iu auenu school rie nad a
A New Haven school boy was abwindmill
out
of
a power pumping plant
pump.
any
Was given the vision fair
deep gash in his scalp. A coroner's ducted
by a relative who did not
Gaze on that arch of colored light, jury decided, however, that the cut
want him to be brought up in the
was
ANY BOY
caused
there.
God's
fnll
read
And
mercy
and that no Catholic
by a
religion.
crime had been committed.
CAN RUN
Canada will drill 45,000 militia this
Fined Ten Dollars Alberto Torres'!
us that the mighty deep,
tells
It
THIS
was fined ten dollars at Albuquerque year as against an average of 25,000.
Fast by the Eternal chained,
ENGINE.
No more o'er earth's domains shall for being drunk.
Given Thirty Days in Jail Nazario
sweep
Country Club for Albuquerque The
Awful and unrestrained.
Flores was given 30 days in jail at Al- Commercial Club of Albuquerque has
We guarantee the Farm Pump Engine with reasonable care
buquerque for stealing $5.05 out of the decided upon the establishment of a
to run without trouble or bother as long as kept properly
It tells of seasons, heat and cold,
purse of a widow, Mrs. Clara Wilson. country club with extensive golf links.
lubricated and supplied with clean gasoline.
Fixed by Hi3 Sovereign will,
Judge Waldo Denies Threatening!
Shall, in their course, bid man,
Letter It was currently reported '
HOW'S THIS?
here that Judge Henry L. Waldo has
We offer One Hundred Dollars ReWe can furnish any horse power engine required for your
Seed-timand
harvest
still;
received a letter threatening his life ward for any case of Catarrh that canwork. For sale by
unless he stops the hunt for the kid- not be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure.
FRANK
GORMLEY, Santa Fe, N. M. That still the flowers shall deck the napers of little Waldo Rogers, his F J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
field,
The story is denied by
grandson.
We, the undersigned, have known
When vernal zephyrs blow
Judge Waldo. The officers have made F. J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
That still the vines in fruit shall no arrests but say they are working believe him perfectly honorable in all
yield
business transactions and financially
systematically on the case.
When autumn sunbeams glow.
Damage by Wind at Trinidad The able to carry out any obligations made
worst wind storm in years prevailed by his firm.
Then, child of that fair earth, which
throughout southern Colorado yesterWALDING, KINNAN & MARVIN,
yet
day. Sign boards and awnings were
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Smiles with charm endowed,
wrecked in parts of the downtown disHall's Catarrh Cure is taken interBless thou His name, whose mercy trict at
Trinidad, and several large nally, acting directly upon the blood
set
windows were broken. The principal and mucous surfaces of ' the system.
cloud.
The rainbow in the
damage caused by the storm was the Testimonials sent free. Price 75c.
destruction of a huge Cottonwood per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
liA
Licenses
marriage
Marriage
tree, one of the historic landmarks of
Take Hall's Family Pills for
to
Las
at
Vegas
was
Sole Agents For
cense
granted
the city, which stood near the Santa
and
Predicanda Ortiz, aged 17,
INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
Fe tracks, and which, the pioneers
Montoya, aged 22. Both are
was one of four that marked the
ALFALFA SEED
All Kinds of Flowers and
residents of Lagunita. Two marriage state,
Need
old Santa Fe trail through this sec You
Garden and Field Seeds in Bulk and Package.
Probate
in
the
issued
were
licenses
Another
of the trees was
tion.
de
Court at Albuquerque
yesterday.
EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HODSE IN SANTA FE
several years ago by a flood
Manuel Duran licensed to wed Sulema stroyed
which swept away the Santa Fe
was
Sanchez
Pedro
given
and
Lopez
a license to marry Kucinda Ronquillo.
j
j

j

-'

Price $70.00 fob Madison, Wis.

tH

le-hot- d

e

F.

Wholesale
&

..AW
FOR YOUR GARDEN DON'T
YOU NEED A WHOLE LOT OF
NEW TOOLS?
WE HAVE THEM, DON'T BORROW YOUR NEIGHBOR'S.
WE DO NOT GO TO SEED" JN OUR BUSINESS, BUT KEEP UP
TO DATE WITH ALL THE RELIABLE BRANDS OF HARDWARE
IN ABUNDANCE.
,
... j

FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN

Retail

,

.

feg-,..-

POTATOES and
SALT.

.

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

If Its Hardware We Have it.

Phone 14.

Gre-gori-

Phone 14.

Don't

THE ONLY

El

Reminder

45

LEO HERSCK

Lump, nut and
mine run coal

R

Phone Red 100

THOVUS R DELGADO, Mgr.

RIDE IN THE MOON

30 H. P.
We repair and "care for all makes
'GASOLINE. 'AND SUPPLIES.

GARAGE

Mc-Cab-

Palace Ave.

BffESES

f

Pharmacy
Phone 213

a

33EE23SB2L.I

Screened

rom
111

11

RATON
YANKEE

Lump

CERRILLOS

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

Smithing Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

T

AEZi.lZl
Telephone

Telephone 85

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE

IN ONE DAY

too.

Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

85

that our Tailoring is perfect because
that fact is well known all over town.
But we may remind you that we have
Take LAXATIVE KliOMO Quinine Table's
received a fine line of Spring
Druggistsiefund money If it ailstocuie E just
W.OftOVK '8 signature Is on each box 2 Suitings and Overcoatings and that
new is your chance to have either or
both made up to your order.
We
We Have Built Up
give you a perfect fit and finish, and
you will be satisfied with the charge,
TO CURE A COLD

AND RETAIL

CAD

CAIE

and unimproved City Property, Orchards
and RancLes; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
Alfalfa Ranches in the Espanola Valley with the Very Best of water rights
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain.;
1

UIY

JilLL

Improved

Modern Residences for Rent.
101

Washington Ave

103

Julius Muralter F. M. JONES.

Palace Ave.

TAILOR.
Cor. Palace and Washington Avenue.

WOOD'YS HACK LINE

LIVERY STABLE

From
WE HANDLE LUMBER

large quantities and have very
modern facility for furniihing the
very beat rough or dressed
In

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.

Leaves Barranca on the
Lumber
of every description.
We are thui the north bound train and
enabled to make the very beat price Taos at 7 p. in.
Ten miles shorter than
for Lumber of tuch high grade.
We will be pleased to figure on your way. Good covered hack
teams.
contracts,

Em;

arrival ot
arrives at

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses.

CPLL

any other
and good

den. to 33c

Tiling Coxafortatle.
eaugrer

X

'Phone

9

CHAS. CLOSSON

Wkflia

Reed f Jhyffflsr
in the UVHUf LIME
Myers FoTflbfeed.

Don

Charles W. Dudrow FARE S3S" S5.00

6apar

Ave.

iHBHBfiMDBMHHHHnBMSBSSIIBEBMIHBHIffiKESE

MARCH

Zook

PROMINENT ODD FELLOW
SWALLOWED BY QUICK SAND.
7 With
Sioux City, Iowa, April
two companinos
standing on the
shore powerless to save him, Gusta
F. Benson, prominent in Odd Fellow
lodge circles here, was sucked by
quicksand beneath the surface of a
small pond on the shore of the Missouri river, just, south
of McCook
lake near here, last evening.

o

$1,500

SA.NTA FE

M. Gisler
Died of Heart Failure
of Moriarty, Torrance county, while
loading a wagon with corn had an attack of heart failure and died in a
few minutes. The wife of the deceased has been teaching school in
Moriarty for the past school year.
Held for Grand Jury Frank
who it is alleged, unlawfully
connected with two guns belonging to
Fred Snyd"
yesterday taken benf the Peace Craig and
fore Ti'ir
ever to meet the action of the
be,
Grand Jury at the next regular term
in the sum of $250. Albuquerque
Journal.
Death at Las Vegas After a prolonged illness with tuberculosis, A.
Garrison, aged 43 years, died at Las
Vegas in the Santa Fe hospital where
he had been receiving treatment. Mr.
Garrison came to Las Vegas some
time ago from Roswell. He had been
an employe of the Santa Fe for some
time. Surviving is a widow residing
in Franklin, Texas.
Forty-twIndictments at Raton
After having been in session almost
two weeks, the grand jury of Colfax
county yesterday submitted its final
report to the court and was discharg
ed by Judge Clarence J. Roberts.
During its deliberations the grand
jury inquired into 7 cases. It returned 42 indictments and 15 no true bills.
ine jury reported having found a
minimum of serious crime in Colfax
county.
High Wind at Las Vegas During
the heavy wind storm yesterday afternoon the students and teachers of
the Normal University got a fright
when several windows were blown in
and at the same time plaster fell from
the ceilings. Miss Kilgore, one of the
students, was struck on the head by
a piece of plaster and was rendered
unconscious for a few minutes. The
wind storm last night broke one of
s

YARD ON HICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

Phone Red 100

'W.olESALE

S2S545

Eugenio Romero
LUMBER & COAL YARD
Lumber and all kinds
of building material

II

-

WINDS

CHAPS

Chapped, red, rough, cracked and inflamed skin is usuallythe result
of exposure to the March winds. Such unpleasant conditions may
not be entirely preventable, but they can be made less annoying.
Perhaps we can help you, we have ZOOK'S BENZOIN WITCH HAZEL
and ALMOND CREAM for the use of all wintry skins, and to keep
your complexion perfect in all kinds of weather.

Zook

harmacy
Phone 213

rHE SANTA FE

FRIDAY, APRIL 7, 1911.
DAY OF SUICIDES
AND BLOODY

ACT QUICKLY.
Do the right thli.5 at the rtght time.
Act quickly in times of danger.
Bachache is kidney danger.
Doan's Kidney Pills act quickly.
Cure all distressing, dangerous kidney ills.
Plenty of evidence to prove this.
Locario Lopez, Agua Fria St., Santa
Fe, N. M.. says:
"I have had no severe return attack
of kidney trouble since using
Pills several years ago. Now
and then I have suffered from backache but at such times Doan's Kidney
Pills have given prompt and positive
relief. For a long time I was made
miserable by attacks of kidney complaint and my back was often so lame
and painful that I could scarcely do
anything. I did not sleep well and no
matter whether I were lying down or
standing up, the trouble was in evidence.
The kidney secretions annoyed me both day and night by their
irregularity in passage and there was
a heavy sediment in them. After several remedies had failed to help me, I
procured Doan's Kidney Pills and they
lived up to all the claims made for
them. I never hesitate to say a good
word for Doan's Kidney Pills when
opportunity occurs."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents.
Buffalo,
Co.,
New York, sole agents for the United
Doan-Kidne- y

Foster-Milbur-

n

States.
Remember the name
take no other.

and

Doan's

TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
Connections made with Automobile
line at Vaughn for Roswell, daily.
Automobile leaves Vaughn for Roswell at 8:30 a. m. and arrives at
at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves
The
Roswell for Vaughn at 6 p. m.
fare between Santa F and Torrance
is $5.80 and between Torrance and
Roswell $10.
Reserve seats on automobile by wire. J. W. Stockard.
Ros--we-

mm

LAUNDRY

For Best Laundry Wort
basket leaves Monday Tuesday
Returns Thursday and Friday.
AGENCY at O. K. Barber Shop
Mrs. P O. BROWN Agent
23 Red

Phone No
Open Day and

Night

La Salle Restaurant

CHAS. GANN, Prop.
Two

l)oors below F. Andrews

Store

REGULAR MEALS 25c

SHORT ORDERS

AT

HOURS

ALL

BOARD BY THE WEEK $5 00

French Noodle order 20c. dish.
New York Chop Suey 50c.

W. H. KERR,
Agents HUBBS LAUNDRY

Phone us, wewillbegladtocallforyour
sundry en onMondays and Tuesdays
and deliver
Thursdays and B'ridaya
All work is guaranteed; your
socks are mended and buttons
sewed on you shirts, without
extra charge.
PHONE RED 122. PHONB RED 12.
Whenever you want an easy shave
As good as barbers ever gave,
Just call on me at my salon
At morn or eve or busy noon
I'll curl and dress the hair with grace
I'll suit the contour of your face.
My razor sharp and scissors keen.
My shop Is neat and vowelsare clean
And everything I think you'll And
To suit the taste and please the mind.
FIRST CLASS

BATH

ROOM

T. W. ROBERT S
O. K. BARBER SHOP
247 San Francisco StSanta

Fe,

N

Nl

MURDERS
?nd
r.i

Tragedies Illustrating Darker
Sordid Side of Life Occurred
Many Places.
Minneapolis,

Minn.,

April

7

Ar-

thur Word, a street car conductor,
40 years old, shot and killed
Miss
Minnie Wagner, aged 23 of St. Cloud,
Minn., and then killed himself at the
C.
home of the girl's brother-in-laA. Loudin, late last night.
Word was the father of four children and ha3 been divorced from his
wife.
Saw Wasn't Sharp Enough.
Denver, Colo., April 7 Judge, the
proper place for me is in the insane ward at the county hospital
where a watch can be kept over me;
really I think you should send jip
there instead of the jail."
The foregoing was uttered to Magistrate Gavin by Harry Bellemy, a
cook, 51 years old, who was arrested
a few nights ago following his attempt to commit suicide by sawing
off his hand.
"Had that meat saw been keener,''
continued. Bellemy, "I would have
made a good job of my attempt to
'kick off' and would not have been
compelled to become a charge of the

county."

The court decided to place
the
man in jail for sufficient time to enable him to recover from the effects
of a "good time" that is believed to
have induced him to attempt to commit suicide.
"They will keep a watch over you"
said the court. "If it becomes necessary we will have you examined for
your sanity, as you suggest."
Sued for Divorce, Kills Self.
Sheridan, Wyo., April 7 Phillip
Hamma, pioneer in Sheridan county,
and one of the prominent ranchers
of this section, committed suicide on
his ranch on Little Goose creek by
He and his
swallowing strychnine.
wife separated several days ago, the
latter applying for a divorce.
Killed Themselves for Love.
7 Shock
and
April,
Cleveland,
grief, caused by the discovery that
his sweetheart, Anna Neumeister, 17
years old, was his half sister, is believed to have caused the death of
John Ott, who died on the street yesterday according to the coroner's
The body of Miss
verdict today.
Neumeister was taken from Lake
Erie a short time before Ott died.
The discovery of their relationship
had prompted her to take her life.
Ott became a boarder at the Neumeister home
Sunday
recently.
the mother found him making love to
She informed
the sweetAnna.
hearts that they were relatives. Ott
quit the house and was seen no more
until his body was taken to the morIt was at first supposed that
gue.
he had committed suicide, but the
coroner could find no evidence of
Miss Neumeister left home
poison.
Yesterday her
Sunday afternoon.
Last
body was found in the lake.
night she was unidentified.
She Took Carbolic Acid.
Cheyenne, Wyo., April 7 Mrs .Ella Chapman, wife of Ed Chapman,
foreman of the Union Pacific boiler
shops here committed suicide by takThe act was deing carbolic acid.
liberate, the woman having taken a
bath, dressed in her be3t gown, locked the house, pulled down the curtains and laid down on the bed before drinking the deadly potion. Her
husband found the body when he returned from work. A note by the bedside bade him farewell and stated
she could no longer endure a life of
The famill health and suffering.
ily is prominent in Cheyenne.
Deep Hole in His Head,
April 7. With
Denver, Colorado,
in his
hole
a
a deep
head,
man identified by papers found on
his person as John Hillerbeck, walked into the office of a lodging house

at

1329

Fifteenth street at midnight

and then fell into a state of

uncon-

-

sc!ousncs3.
The night clerk called
the police, who removed the man to
the county hospital.
Leaped Off the Pier.
Philadelphia, April 7 liecause his
niece, with whom he was in love, had
threatened to commit
suicide, he
said, and believing that it' he killed
himself first, she would give up her
intention to end her li f tteorge I.eit-zer- ,
60 years old, leaped off Washington avenue pier into the Delaware

river.

George Fisher of the police boat.
Visitor, leaped after him and held
the man's head above the water until the pair were pulled ashore
by
means of a rope thrown by Captain
Corliss.
Leitzer was taken to the
Mount Sinai hospital, where physicians say he has a good chance to recover unless pneumonia develops.
Killed Wife in s Rage.
Ie Claire, 111., April 7After his
wife had shot him in the forehead,
the bullet knocking him to the floor
and stunning him, George Yates killed her last night by shooting
her
through the forehead and then cutWith the bullet
ting her throat.
still embedded in his head Yates locked up the house and walked a mile
to Edwardsville, where he surrendered to the police.
According to Yates' story he returned from work and found her abShe came home a few minusent.
tes later and, after a sharp quarrel,
seized a revolver and fired, the bullet striking him between the eyes
He arose in a rage,
and spreading.
he said, and wrenching the revolver
from her shot her through the head.
Then with a butcher knife he cut her

throat.
Yates gave his keys

to a policeman
who found Mrs. Yates lying across a
bed in the condition described by her
Powder burns on Yates'
husband.
head led the police to the belief that
he tried to kill himself, but he insisted that the version he gave of the
lie is under
tragedy was true.

DAN CUPID'S WAYS ARE

PAST FINDING OUT.
Some People He Makes Supremely
Happy, But Most of Them Suffer
Miserably.
Denver, Colo., April 7 Asserting
that for 358 nights in succession her
husband had spent his time in the
company of other women and that he
Mrs.
finally deserted her entirely,
Laura L. Siebenman asked County
Judge Dunn to grant her absolute diSiebenman.
Theodore
vorce from
on
the
She was given a decree
Afground of cruelty and desertion.
ter trying for the last twelve years
to induce his wife to return to him
and start life anew, Joseph Teague
says he decided that his task was
hopeless and asked for a divorce
from Caroline Teague.
Teague said
his wife deserted him in 1898.
Walter
He was granted a- divorce.
R Beck has been deserted by Grace
Beck.
They were married September 25, 190S, and Beck asserts his
later.
wife left him a few months
Elizabeth K. Moffet wa3 divorced
'rom Paul E. Moffet on a charg of
Lucy B. Frye has asked a divorce from Robert R. Frye,
who, she says is a habitual drunk-

NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.

for people at
in the county court
whose wedding he had officiated several years ago. Clara Cassidy was
granted a divorce from William Oassi- dv on grounds of cru i'y, and Pearl i.
Harwood was sepaiavd troni Kltner
of
She complained
K. Harwood.
cruelty and bodily violence.
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BERNALILLO COMMISSIONERS
HAVE TROUBLE OVER FUNDS.
Klock
Advises
Attorney
Them to Hold Off Until Court
Has Passed on Question.

District

Albuquerque,

I HQ FAT"from, the FLOWER

X. J!., April 7. The
of the Hoard

regular adjourned

of County Commissioners, which met
in the Bernalillo County Court House
yesterday, developed that a fuss is
about to transpire b iw.-ethe County
Commissioners and the Albuquerque
City School Board shout the General
Fund.
the
Deficiency
Yesterday
School Board appeared
before the
County Commissioner.-- ; and demanded
that the amount be turned over forthwith.
District Attorney mock, who was
present in an advisory capacity was
consulted and the Board as a result refused to take any iu tion in the matter until it shall have been judicially
determined in the courts. This action
appeared not to have much of an effect on the representative of the
School Board, who it in understood is
preparing the papers in a mandamus
proceeding at this time.
In addition to this Attorney Klock
was asked if the Board of County
Commissioners could pay W. H.
for monies exjnded by him
in widening West Central avenue, and
if the county surveyor could also be
paid for his services in superintending
the county survey out of the General
County Fund. The district's attorney's advice was that it, would be better if no monies were paid out of that
fund for such purpose until the matter
shall have been investigated and determined judicially.
W. C. Ileacock, presented a petition
from a number of residents of Pajar-ito- ,
eight miles below this city, for
the establishment of a road from
to the main road between Atris- co to Kio f uerco.
he matter was
laid on the table. Tie? matter of the
opening of the road led ween 15tli to
Trimble along the line of the West
New York avenue was rejected on the
ground that, the county had not
money enough to prosecute the work.

Which would you prefer to put in your stomach
a fat such as lard, direct from the hog, or a
product such as Cottolcnc. that is pure, healthful

j

r

and easily digested?
Besides being healthful,
Cottokiic is a cleanly product,
From Cottonj Ichl to Kitchen--hum- an
hands never touch the oil
from which Cottolcnc is made. Moreover, it is
tin pails never sold
packed in patent
in bulk and is absolutely protected from air,
dust and contamination.
We guarantee Cottolcnc to be fresh and satisfactory, or authorize your grocer to refund your
money. Under such conditions why take chances
with hog lard or any imitation of Cottolcnc?
air-tig- ht

Made only by

THE

K. FAIRBANK. COMPANY

Nature's Gift from the Sinnv South"
TARIFF-BOAR-

AGENT
AT SILVER CITY.

WOMAN WILL ENFORCE
PROHIBITION

He Consulted With Prominent Angora
Goat Growers as to Cost of
Production of Mohair.

Incidentally

I

Committee

Congrest,

Mayor of
Various

j

i

on Ways and Means in
to be used in the revision

of the tariff.
He met prominent
men and secured much
formation.
He learned
about the Angora goat

POUUS

Statehood.
it.
Like Banqtio's
cannot
ghost,
Kinds of Reform.
down. In spite of ourselves and yourHunnewell, Kan., April 7 Strict selves, "representative paper," our
enforcement of prohibition and anti- - fears and your fears, our hope, .and
of hope," the world means
gambling laws; public- health inspec-- j your a"ray
little more to those who love
tion to ward off tuberculosis; public just,
inentertainments and outdoor athletics equality. Delegate Andrews has
in the
for the younger set.
Mrs. Ella Wil- troduced the subject again
and the House, and once introduced neither
son, mayor of Hunnewell
iiieuua nur uui enemies cau Biup
first, woman executive of a Kansas
I he
exponents of the new doc- town, has set out to accomplish; it.
this state of affairs, which, she says urines" think too much of them to
allow a chance to express this ap- will be reforming Hunnewell.
' proval go by. Arizona will be a state,
,
,
,r
.wis.
usuorn, ueieateu . in me eiect. - i'and that
.,,
shortlv, and don t forget the
uus lilt; eiiiie tui uei iiua
siiu
null,
Mrs. Hilappointed chief of police.
the bell for New .Mexico. Raton
ton will be named city treasurer.
Mrs. Wilson today issued the fol- Range.
lowing statement:
"I will tell you what I desire to! SOCIETY LEADER ACCUSED
OF CATTLE STEALING.
accomplish
during my administraThe source of the water suption.
Glenwood Springs, Colo., April 7
ply must be tested for purity. I shall
appoint a city physician carefully to For the second time within the past
insiect all public buildings, such as two years, Mrs. Mamie Mitchell, a
churches, opera houses and stores, prominent society leader of this secand see that all these places are pro- tion, was taken into district court
perly ventilated, and every precau- and arraigned upon the charge of
not
She pleaded
tion taken to prevent the spread of stealing cattle.
$500
I guilty and was releasd upon
that fatal disease, tuberculosis.
am very much in favor of athletic bond.
sports for the younger set, but these
must be governed by Christian offI will require a thorough inicers.
spection of the water supply, sewerage, cesspools and cleaning all the alleys.
AR
"I am positively opposed to IntoxFOR ALL COUGHS AKD COLDS
icating beverages, gambling, and lotteries. Prohibition will be absolutely
For bronchitis, hoarseness and
to the letter. A license
enforced
will be placed on pool halls, which tickling in the throat. Especially
will be so high that only a few can recommended for children and
These must conform strictly delicate persons. No opiates. A
exist.
to the laws and ordinances of the medicine, not a narcotic. The

Kansas Town Advocates

Walter C. Coffey, special agent of
the tariff board, has been at Silver
City investigating the goat and sheep
industry with special reference to
the production of mohair and wool.
The result of his work will be presented to the tariff board and the

o

New Female

POLITICS AND

LAW.

....

angora goat
valuable in-

.

many things
and the mohair industry entirely new to him,
and that the great mass of the Amer
ican people are absolutely ignorant
of.
Among them he discovered that
there are only about. 1,000,000
goats in the United States,
in Texas,
'
ards
of
con
state
that
county,
Monday evening on a warrant secur-- taining more Angora
goats and proed for him by eight merchants of
more mohair than any other
Raton who held valueless checks is- ducing in the whole
In
county
country.
sued by Watson on the Saturday evepoint of numbers Colorado is second,
The
to
his
ning, previous
departure.
Utah
and New Mexico fourth.
facts have since materialized that Few third, know to what use mohair
people
Watson issued to various parties and is
No material adapted to the
put.
business houses checks to the amand loom adds more to the
When presented for spindle tinH
ount of $100.
n pine it tif. thnn
pnmfnrt
payment Monday evening,
Ladies' fine dress goods
mohair,
dition of affairs
became apparent
gloss superior to silk, it
and the indignant
holds its shape better, is not easily
.
.
Watson em
worthless paper got busy.
Inn ctrrtntrsr flnnA
(in nnn it ic
further aggravated matters by being; most,
of
all
fabrics turned out
lasting
very careful to collect all outstand-- j 'from the looms.
ard
The strong, wearaccounts owing him before his able
of mohair cloth has m- "My husband had a habit" of coming ing
quality
Although
departure.
home and telling me about pretty unannounced
the government to contract for
young ladies he would meet, how at- a message from the wife states that mohair cloth to be used in making
tractive they were and how much su- she will at once settle the accounts uniforms for the army, and it will
when the amount of the deficiency i,
perior to me," said Mrs. Helen
keep four hundred looms busy day
while testifying in her divorce was made known, the parties here
&
t
ofaction against William W. Mahon, a are determined to prosecute the
Bee Hive on the carton is the
g Qf mohair
R miuion
tQ state."
fender and the sheriff sent a man on bp
railroad man.
mark of the genuine. Refuse
f
ftbout one.
which Jg
"One day a messenger came with a No. 3 this morning to the Needles thjrd Qf lhe
substitutes.
o( mcfl.,il. SPRINGER REPUBLICANS
annote for my husband. It was from
to Dring nun to naioii, wnere we
Mr. Otto Paul, Milwaukee,
Wis..
in the United States. The
produced
ELECT
ENTIRE
TICKET.
other woman, and asked him to meet have a few. pins of our own. Raton
Honey and Tar is still
says
Foley's
used in covering the seats in
plush
7
At more than the best.
N. ST.,
her at the Oxford hotel. I found she Range.
Springer,
April
He writes us,
sleeping and passenger cars on the
for the first time in many "All those that bought it think it is
W.
was registered as Mrs. William
Springer,
of
mo
is
the product
great railroads
ticket the best for coughs and colds they
Mahon."
years, the entire Republican
COLFAX COUNTY WOMAN
hair, and the lowest grade goes in was elected.
C. F. Hortenstein, canMrs. Mahon was granted a divorce.
ever had and I think it is still more
ATTEMPTED SUICIDE. to auto tops, carpets, mats and other
The couple were married September
didate for mayor, won over his Dem- than the best. Our baby had a bad
7 Word articles.
N. M.,
April
Springer,
IS, 1905.
ocratic opponent, D. A. Clotithier, by cold and it cured him in one day.
was received here by courier who
There are only two countries in thirty-fiv139 votes
"My husband spent all his wages came for medical
votes,
being Please accept thanks." Sold by all
assistance, that which the production of mohair is cast.
for liquor," declared Mrs. Elizabeth
druggists.
who was living
Mrs.
Caldwell,
Perry
Van Nortwick to County Judge Dunn.
extensive, Asia Minor, where the Anmiles
thirty-fiv- e
on
a
ranch
"In the last four years he has not
gora goat originated, and Cape Colhercontributed a cent to the support of southwest of Springer, had shot
ony, South Africa. These two counA physician left at once for
self.
myself and little girl." "
tries, alarmed at the expansion of
the ranch, and upon arrival there the
,
Lured From Home.
industry in the United States,
found that Mrs. Caldwell had shot have taken
to
check
vigorous steps
Lured from her playmates and peo
ten months.
They have hundreds of
Chickering Bros.
herself immediately above the heart it.
Turkey has placed a rigid em- Bush and Lane.
ple by the promise of a speedy wed- with a .38 calibre
satisfied customers in New Mexico
ball
the
revolver,
bargo on the exporting of Angoras
and Arizona.
ding and a happy home in Denver,
Co.
and lodging in the region from Asia
Minor, and Cae Colony
A letter, a telegram or a telephone
made by Peter Rios, more than ten glancing
of
of the left shoulder fclade, instead
has placed an export duty of $500! on Schiller.
to them regarding pianos, prices and
years her senior, Josie Martinez, an
wound
Her
the
lung.
penetrating
This dity Victor
terms will prove to prospective piano
unusually pretty dark-eye- d
girl of 14 was dressed and she was brought to each goat exported.
the
makes an Angora
goat cost
years, whose home is in Eaton, is in
buyers that the firm of Learnard-Lln-demathe
now at
she
Co. will meet every customer
man. by the time it Milton and the World Famous Cecilian
American
the county jail at the request of her Springer, where father-in-la-is
goat
J. M.
rsidence of her
Interior Player Pianos, and many more than half way in making the
from $1,200 to
reaches
the
range,
mother, Mrs. Jose Martinez, while
some comother makes.
conditions
Rios and Fred Iron3 and Jose Garcia, Caldwell, where unless
but under
purchase of a piano a simple and satshe will speedily re- $1,500 each,
arise,
plications
This firm has purchased over six isfactory business transaction, not one
exist now, he is compelled to
the latter twp accused of being implithat
cover.
cated in the affair, are in the county
import new blood, absolutely neces- car loads of pianos during the past of doubt and uncertainty.
jail. Rios is charged by the mother of
sary in grading up his herd to imLEARNARD-LINDEMANN
CO.
the girl with abduction, kidnaping and
the quality and the yield of
prove
A
BABY
UNDER
OF
AGONY
THE
N.
M.
The
Music
Dealers
::
:: Established 1900
Square
Albuquerque,
mohair which is only an average of
contributing to juvenile delinquency,
while his bride of two days has a techSANTA FE OFFICE WITH SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO.
in the United
three
goat
pounds
per
A SKIN AFFLICTION
nical charge of juvenile delinquency
Slates against seven to nine pounds '
Irons
and Garcia are
against her.
is all the more terrible because it can't in Asia Minor and Cape Colony.
to have assisted Rios in con- tell you how it surfers. But there is reThe ignorance of Congress as to
lief at hand not only relief but a per- the nature of mohair is shown in the
summating the marriage.
Relieved of Money by Lover.
manent cure from prickley heat, tariff law where it is classed with
Two young women appeared at po- rashes, hives, exzema and all other washed wool, when it should be clas Ml M
Mi
lice headquarters and complained of skin affections so prevalent among in- sed with silk or placed in a class ; 1
1
losses of jewelery and money, tdtaling fants during the summer months. If by itself. Much of the
silk
more than $1,500. One reported that you want t see your baby rest easy imported into the United States is y
a roll of banknotes containing $800, once again and a look of relief made of mohair, and it, is largely
which she .had hidden in her trunk, spread over its little face, just apply used to adulterate silk and it takes!.;,
Successor to B. P. Williams
had disappeared during the afternoon this splendid r medy ZEMO. We be an expert to detect it.
If the mo-- V
at the same time that a sweetheart lieve honestly and sincerely that in hair industry is properly protected
had hurriedly taken his departure. ZEMO you will find the cure you have and fostered, in twenty years from
She told how she had cashed a been praying for. We can tell you now it will be among the most immoney order a few days ago and had in all truth that we have made thous- portant of animal industries, and the
kept the currency in her apartment ands and thousands of parents happy use of mohair clothing will become
in an uptown hotel, expecting to leave with this simple, but sure remedy.
universal as the cloth will outwear
I have
purchased the entire stock of horses & equipment formerly
the city soon for New York. The sec
Hose for j;
And to prove our absolute sincerity, any cloth known to man.
ond young woman said that
owned by B. P. Williams and will continue to operate it as a FIRST
her we have instructed all druggists sell- man made of mohair and used prej
sweetheart had called on her, a few ing ZEMO, to refund the purchaser his cisely as hose made of cotton and W CLASS LIVERY
will be ready at all times of day or
we
where
$
night
"he
and
said
that
knew a money if the very first bottle does not silk, have been known to wear five
days ago
to furnish you with any kind of a ng you may want. I will
horse that was just "going to walk in" bring relief. Used persistently there- years, and they are just as comfortthe next day at the Jacksonville hand after ZEMO is bound to cure.
able as silk. All this Mr. Coffey says
uiueuYui iu give prumpi auu euiueni service ana inisi 10 mem ;
icap race. On the strength of the tip.'j ZEMO and ZKMO SOAP make the will be presented to the tariff board.
the girl alowed him- to take a valuable most economical as well as the cleandiamond ring and a brooch containing est and most effective treatment for
eight pearls and an equal number of affections of the skin and scalp whethGood results always follow the use
AT 310 SAN FRANCISCO ST.
diamonds.
er on infant or grown person.
Pills.
of Foley Kidney
They give
Wedded and Then Divorced Couples.
Sold by druggists everywhere and in prompt relief in all cases of kidney
t
Phone 139 Red
diSanta Fe, N. M.
Pueblo, Colo., April 7. Two
Santa Fe by our authorized agent and bladder disorders. Try them. Sold
vorces were granted by Judge Mirock The Capital Pharmacy.
by all druggists.
BROUGHT BACK TO
RATON TO PAY BILLS.
"0. C. Watson, who has been doing painting work about the city during the past few days and who left
in company with his wife last Stin- PAINTER
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Roswell, New Mexico.
"The West Point of the Southwest"
Ranked by United States War Department as "Distinguished
Institution."
Army officers detailed by War Depart
ment.
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PIANOS

Learnard-Lindeman-

NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE

IB

PIANOS

Thorough Academic course, preparing
young men tor college or business life.
Great amouat of open air work. Healthiest location of any Military School in
Located in the beautiful
the Union.
Pecos Valley, the garden spot of the
West-a- t
an elevation of 3700 feet above
sea level, sunshine every day, but little
rain or snow during session.
Fourteen Officers and Instructors, all
graduates from standard eastern colleges
Tea buildings,
furaished
thoroughly
heated, lighted and modern in all respects.
RECENTS--A. CAH00N President
E

j. r. nunc, ireasurer;
W. M.

ATKINSON, Secretary,
and W. A. FIMAY.
For particulars and illustrated cata
logue address. CoL JAS. W. WILSON.
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A COUNTRY CLUB.
The Albuquerque commercial inter
ests speaK oi a country emu anu nave:
about made up their minds to establish such. In this move lies a suggestion to Santa Fe, for no town in
has so many beautiful spots
so
in its immediate vicinity
well
adapted to just such a purpose as
the establishment of a country club.
Flowing streams of pure water, shady
dells, good roads, fine fishing, picturesque surroundings, all essentials to
a first class country club. Just above
Monument Rock in the Santa Fe canyon, on the Scenic Highway at the
foot of the Dalton switchbacks, there
is a spot for instance, that seems to
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It is sent to
The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico.
.
and
a
and
grow
has
in
the Territory,
large
every postoffice
fishing rod, for the prattle of chil
of
Southwest.
the
and
dren's voices in unrestrained play in
people
the
progressive
among
intelligent
fBiSSot MstaSerTlirras,' tint 3ge3
the water and in tne'sand. If Xew
eway to the extreme end of the seat
York or Philadelphia, or even AlbuBut Martin had sensed the slight refUNI O N IJir JL A BCt
querque, had such an idyllic spot so
sponse to his pressure, and merely
near and so convenient, would it not
smiled, biding his time.
mean the pilgrimage of hundreds to
"Farmington!" shouted the conduo-toMANUFACTURING IN THE SOUTH. ing statistics as pumisneu uy tne cen- it every day during the summer? And
suddenly.
are:
Bureau
sus
is the old
it
yet,
today,
that:
War
that
Civil
the
experience,
It is only dnce
Catherine started to her feet and
those
who
shows
have
treasures
the
for
stale
The
least
apsummary
the South has become a factor in the
held out her arms for the child. Half
nianufacturinir industries of the Na- an increase at the census of l'J)i) as preciate them.
way down the aisle Philip awoke.
(Copyrlg jt, 1BU, bj Auuuiawd Uterarj tress.)
"
tiou. Its rapid advancement ought to compared witn tnal lor vjh. an iuv
he shrieked.
a
from
perof
thou'
I am worried
"
importance,
and worn out,"
be an incentive and a promise to New order
Martin, in a happy inspiration,
gurgled Philip, suddenly
the
principal wrote the California banker who seized with an idea. He was tired of seized his grip and dashed after
ilcxico, that it too might become a centage standpoint,
committed suicide yesterday.
It is looking out of the window, and the them.
great manufacturing state if it utilized items rank as follows:
"I was getting off at the next sta
Value added by manufacture, 01 per a mystery what prompted a Philadel- - man in the next seat seemed so nice.
its raw materials, its coal, its water
a bachelor, natural tion anyway for the week-end,- "
The
man,
he
being
salaries
:.;J
sucli
millionaire
manifold
phia
cent;
per
its
advantages,
leader
and
capital,
cent;
power,
society
did not consider himself addressed, announced, half deprecatingly, aB if
as cheap labor and proximity to the and wages, I!) per cent; value of pro-- j publisher to shoot himself
a few ly
!
Philip dismissed the assuming the blame for the incident.
markets of Mexico and its situation on ducts, 4:: per cent; number of salaried hours later. The strain and stress The girl holding
discovered
Catherine refused bis assistance
three great steel highways to Califor- officials and clerks, 30 per cent; num- - of life are nothing new, they have explanationNotassoa newly
Philip! Leaning over from the steps. "You followed me!"
pastime.
nia and thence to the Orient. Climat- ber of establishments, 23 per cent; existed trom time immemorial
and the back of his seat, he slapped she accused.
ic conditions, too, are unusually fa- - cost ot materials useu. iz per cent; thousands have put a violent end to Everett Martin's
newspaper out of his
"Not at all!" he denied, airily,
s
eman existence that to the
vora ble to manufactures, especially in average number of
outsider hand.
avoiding her1 gaze. "I'm staying with
a
this part of New Mexico, where t,k? ployed during the year, 23 per cent; seemed
"
with
compared
he repeated, smiling into the Torringtons at Beechwood."
heat is never oppressive nor the cold and miscellaneous expenses, 15 per their own lot, but which in reality that astonished gentleman's face.
Edith
"Oh!" said Catherine.
so severe as to tie up mills and fac cent.
was unbearable.
a backward
The causes must
Catherine, without
she remembered( was exceedtories. Yesterday, the Bureau of the
their glance, hid her head in the depths of ingly pretty.
There were 1,854 manufacturing es- be sought in men themselves,
Census issued the statistics for 19'ifi tablishments in 1U09, and l,::i)9 in temperament and their mode of life, the youngster's coat, as she quickly
"Was anyone going to meet you, or
which has
of the state of Alabama,
rather than in outer circumstances, pulled him back. Philip screamed. shall I call a hack?"
l'JU4, an increase of 455, or 33 per
in steel
The train for Farmington was baremade wonderful
for the rich and successful commit
"A hack if you please," with digprogress
cent.
ly crawling, owing to delay ahead. nity.
as often as the poor and
suicide
manufactures, and today it issued the
in
The capital invested, as reported
Two old ladies across the aisle hailod
He helped her in.
figures for the state of South Caro- liMlfl, was $173,221,000, a
gain of
the slight diversion with delight Mar"I owe you many thanks and apolo
lina, which no one as yet regard:-- as
cent.
or
The
53
average
per
tin stared, Philip struggled and Cath gies," she began.
a great
manufacturing state, and
There may be some significance in erine exerted all her strength to keep
10 capital per establishment was approxMartin ignored both the words and
produced
which, nevertheless,
In numbers especially when it is
anhold of him. The old ladies shrugged her outstretched hand. "By the way,
times as much in manufactured gouda imately $93,000 in 1909 and $81,000
be nounced that thirteen women were their shoulders.
he said to Philip, "don't you think
as does New Mexico, while AWmih.x 1904. In this connection it should
"Why doesn't he take the little I'd better come along?"
cuuwucu
,u elected to important municipal offmu
uiv
suutu
imiuu
20
as
much
times
than
produces more
ices in Colorado
this week.
cried Philip, clapping his
The chap?" said one.
as this commonwealth,
although it the census schedule calls for the total
The people in front heard and hands.
convinced
of capital, both owned and New Mexican is
amount
that
almost
intolerable
suffer
employes
- woman in municipal
That settles it!" agreed Martin,
and school off- turned.
heat in the spring, summer and fall borrowed and invested in the busi"
screamed
"My and jumped in beside them. "Tell me,
Philip.
will
ices
a
prove
of
success,
value
rented
but
the
excludes
just as the
ness,
months. The rapid growth of manudo I look like his father?" he asked.
Woman's Board of Trade in
this
factures in the last five years is indi- - property, plant, or equipment which
"Why doesn't he take him?" murCatherine laughed in spite of her
has demonstrated that women in
city
in
bulletins
was
final
the
of
employed
cated by the percentages
increase,
mured the whole car audibly.
"Not in the least," she coni
self.
of
such
an
charge
are
for
such
organization
rental
and
the
paid
which according to the census Bureau
reports
"This is perfectly ridiculous of fessed. "I don't see why "
much
less
more
visionary,
practical
are as follows for Alabama:
property will be shown separately.
cried Catherine sternly, shaking
"I do," said Martin, quickly, and this
and more successful then men's or- you!"
him roughly in .her embarrassment. time seized her hand boldly, on the
The summary for the state shows
The cost of materials used in 1909
ganizations of that kind.
"You know very well he isn't your strength of her mirth. It was the first
an increase at the census of 1909 as was $06,013,000, as against $49,9C9,-00,
time she had smiled on him since that
In
$16,044,-000the
in 1904, an increase of
compared with that for 1904.
Certainly every man who has the
"Iss, too!" Insisted Philip loudly.
fateful night.
order of their importance, from a per
or 32 per cent. The average cost coin
Martin rose to the emergency and
and a bit of local patriotism
Whose is he, anyway?" he pur
centage
standpoint, the principal 0r materials per establishment in and chivalry will
"I
leaned
forward.
the
haven't
slighta
for
sued.
ticket
the
buy
items rank as follows:
11909 and 1904 was approximately $36,- ball
stamthat the Woman's
"Not mine!" challenged Catherine,
Board of est idea on what grounds," he
Number of establishments, SI per 000. In addition to the component Trade will
I took him affected
.if
mered,
"but,
perhaps,
thi3
to
month
by his mood. "Oh, Everett!
give
raise
"
cent; capital, 65 per cent; number ot materials which enter into the prod- funds to help the paving of the Plaza for a while
not here!"
Catherine turned sharply, recognisalaried officials and clerks, 62 per ucts of the establishment for the cent anu
"Well, then, as soon as we get to
it s a per
wasningion avenue.
zing the voice.
cent; miscellaneous expenses, 48 per sus year there are included fuel, rent, manent
we're going?" he demanded,
where
for
which
the
improvement
"You!" cried Martin, amazed. At
cent; cost of materials used, 3S per of power and heat, and mill supplies. money is to be expended
pressing his advantage.
and
the
arms
out
held
his
same
he
time
"You're going to the Torringtons,"
cent; value of products, 34 per cent; The cost of materials, however, does work of preparing for the dance and the
she reminded him, "and I'm going to
salaries and wages, 32 per cent; value not include unused materials and sup furnishing the refreshments is a la- to the child.
But Catherine refused stiffly, hold my brother's "
added by manufacture, 29 per cent; plies bought either for speculation or bor of
patriotism and pride on the ing Philip tight, at which the latter's
"I must correct you. Where you
s
and average number of
for use during a subsequent period.
part of the ladies.
" he half quoted.
forth anew.
leaped
protests
go'
16
the
was
1909
year,
employed during
Ier The value of products in
Good heavens!" groaned a crot
"But
Edith?" she faltered, with uncent.
$113,236,000, and $79,376,000 in 1904,
L. Gutierrez de Lara, the Los Anold bachelor far down the aisle, conscious revelation.
chety
There were 3,401 manufacturing es- an increase of $33,860,000, or 43 per geles Socialist and Insurrecto sym"Bless your heart!" he laughed, triWhy don't they give him what he
tablishments in 1909, and 1,882 in cent. The average per establishment pathizer, will honor New
Mexico wants anything to stop the Infernal umphantly, "haven't you heard of
1904, an increase of 1,519 or 81 per for 1909 was approximately $61,000, with his presence
next racket! Some people never remem Edith's engagement to Bob Reynolds?
during the
cent.
In 1909 the few days and will endeavor to sep- ber there's anybody else around."
and $57,000 in 1904.
She's merely keeping an eye on me
You'd better " urged Martin gent until you resume your duties "
The capital invested, as reported in value added by manufacture was
arate the sympathetic from their
and in 1904, $29,407,000, an shekels to expend in the effort of ly, as he watched the girl's burning
"Here we are!" interrupted Cath1909, was $173,479,000, a gain of
'
erine, hurriedly.
or 65 per cent, over $105,3S3,-00- 0 increase of $17,S16,000, or 61 per cent. putting a millionaire land holder and face. "You know, they think we're
"Good! Come on then, Master?"
"But we're not!" she retorted quick
in 1904. The average capital per The value added by manufacture in capitalist Into the Presidenial
chair
"Philip, Philip King. He's my brothly.
establishment was approximately $51,-00- 1909 formed 42 per cent of the total in Mexico.
It's the poor man who
er
Charlie's youngest."
"We'll
Martin.
37
"I
know."
and
of
in
1904,
sighed
value
per has to put up the dough even for So
in 1909 and $56,000 in 1904.
products,
"Well named!" cried Martin. "It Is
to pretend."
have
cent.
just
cialistic
in
used
1909
The cost of materials
agitators.
only a king can do no wrong. And
In 1909 the amount of miscellaneous
was $83,352,000 as against $60,458,000
had
now" he added significantly, stop
a
unnoticed
for
moment,
Philip,
in 1904, an increase of $22,S94,000, or expenses was $6,903,000, and in 1904,
Albuquerque wants to establish golf toDnled over into Martin's seat. His ping under a friendly tree on the, path.
38 per cent. The average cost of ma$6,013,000, an increase of $S90,000, or links that might attract celebrities
"Everett Martin of all people!" ex
last sob melted into a gurgle. "Daterials per establishment in 1909 was 15 per cent. The average miscellane- like President Taft and Andrew Car da!" he chuckled, removing Martin's claimed Mrs. King, unexpectedly from
the porch. "But I thought you two
approximately $25,000, and in 1904, ous expense per establishment in 1909 negie. As a good turf, however, is hat with more speed than skill,
susa prime requisite for good golf links
$32,000. In addition to the component and 1804 was approximately $4,000.
"All right." conceded the girl weak had quarreled?" she demanded
The salaries and wages in 1909 Albuquerque has an interesting time ly. Then she immediately turned her piciously, looking from one telltale
materials which enter into the prodface to the other.
ucts of the establishment for the cen amounted to $24,117,000, and in 1904, ahead of it, for it will take the entire attention to the passing landscape.
"Hush! please," pleaded Martin
setsus year there are included fuel, rent $16,224,000, an increase of $7,893,000, waters of the Rio Grande to raise
The other passengers gradually
Nny. so we had!" laughed Cather
cent.
49
or
of power and heat, and mill supplies.
per
anything like a good turf at the Duke tled back to their respective maga"but can you remember what It
occasional
The cost of materials, however, does
In 1909 the number of salaried offi- City.
zines, with
expressive ine,
was all about?"
But
in
Martin's
not include unused materials and sup- cials and clerks was 3,257, and in
direction.
grunts
Philip be praised," murmured Ev
plies bought either for speculation or 1904, 2.3S9, an increase of 868, or 36
Representative Mann of Illinois is Philip, once victorious, decided to test erett, as he shook his head. Snatchexhaustfor use during a subsequent period
doing the sheeting of committee as- his cunning further. Having
per cent.
he tossed him high into
ed the novelty of Martin's watch fob ing the boy,
The value of products was $146,431,- -'
The average number of wage-eartir i!..
lor the Republicans in the
air.
and scarfpin he twisted around toward
000 in 1909, and $109,170,000 in 1904, ers in 1909 wa3 73,046, and in 1904, House of Representatives.
"
cried Philip, with a wicked
He is Catherine
at the
r
an increase of $37,261,000, or 34 per 59,441, an increase of 13,605, or 23 the
little laugh.
and his name re- feather thatagain. Snatching
her
he
from
hat,
dropped
cent. The average per establishment per cent.
Next door to it, sonny!" answered
minds of a Mann who is quite a
her head violently backwards.
man in glee, "that is, your
for 1909 was approximately $!3,000,
the
man in Bernalillo county these days jerked
'"Ou, too!" he demanded, and pointand $58,000 in 1904.
of
STATEHOOD
lull
WANTS
before
the breaking ed to the other half of Martin's seat,
political
NEW MEXICO
of a storm.
NOW.
The value of products represents
where his grip reposed.
their selling value or price at the
The Heroine.
The New Mexican believes in the ef"Guess you'd better!" grinned MarWhen Representative 3. Hampton
plants, as actually turned out by the ficacy of prayer and of petition, even
La Folette wants to have Senator tin, sheepishly. "Here take the winwas a reporter on the Philadel
factories during the census year, and if for no other reason than its pos- Lorimer
The dow seat, and I'll put the grip In your Moore
investigated again.
does no tnecessarily have any rela- sible telepathic influence
upon the word has passed around that Lori- place."
phia Ledger he was assigned one
Intion to the amount of sales for that minds of those round about; it be- mer drinks
Catherine obeyed with resignation. night to go out and get a human had
than
nothing
stronger
who
woman
a
about
terest
as
story
year. The values under this head also lieves in the positive state of mind
milk and the Milwaukee beer brew "H'm! Very strange they didn't think
Just like died at the age of 88, leaving a twin
include the amount received for work against the negative and doubting ers
of that in the beginning!
him of being a prohibi
suspect
a man, though, when he finds a news Bister, with whom she had lived for
done on materials furnished
by state; it is certain- that men who tionist in disguise.
Cause enough
reeven if there's nothing in it!" 50 years, as sole survivor of an old
will
that
believe
others.
they
earnestly
for a beer brewer's Senator to sit up ' paper,
"Perhaps a quarrel!" suggested family. house stood
The value added by manufacture ceive, desirable blessings are more and take notice.
opposite a cemeThe
other old lady, with just a tinge of
the
who
are
to
those
than
tbem
get
apt
represents the difference between the
tery at the outskirts of town, and
in her voice.
men
the
about
that
regret
it;
cost of materials used and their value
"How did she guess?" whispered Moore wished, as he puilea asiae tne
Delegate W. H. Andrews has landto achieve with the firm
after the manufacturing processes who set out
crape to ring the bell, that his city
ed
in the girl's ear.
another
committee
Martin
will win are on
appointment
wouldn't he so fertile with his
have been expended upon them- and resolution that they
editor
"I
said
and
an
He
that
Catherine, coldly,
"Please,"
important one.
(he road to victory. It therefore urges
human interest stories. A
for
Ideas
am
they become products. In 1909 the New Mexico to
I
dis
to
talk.
very
keep after statehood must be as indispensable to the prefer not
of the aged slstenB
woman
friend
value added by manufacture was
unat this
session of Congress, Democratic majority in the House as tressed, of course, that Philip's
the door and ushered J.
opened
should
made
and in 1904, $48,712,000, an in- to make special
accountable
have
notion
to
he
had
been
to
the Republicans at
as great an effort
get it
Hampton into the parlor, over In one
crease of $14,367,000, or 29 per cent. now as it did
it necessary '
to get it at the last the preceding session.
Bully for
"Wise little chap!" murmured Mar coftier of which rested the dead sister
The value added by manufacture in sefsion.
1909 formed 43 per cent of the total
tin, with a tiny smile about the eyes, In her coffin.
"A few days more of waiting will
The neighbor seemed to feel that It
as he patted Philip's head.
value of products, and in 1904, 45 per
Even the walking clubs of the East
was up to her to entertain the remake no difference," some say. Yes,
Philip, thinking It was a game,
cent.
it does make a big difference. Oppor-tu- t are deciding to pass through New shook him off. Then he made a grab porter while he was waiting for the
Miscellaneous expenses include rent
If there were a good road for Martin's hair.
ities are passing by every day and Mexico.
The man bent other sister to drag herself in for the
of factory or works,
and they may not. return this same way; to the cliff dwellings of the Rito de los down to his reach and submitted interview. By way of small talk, the
taxes,
amount paid for contract work, which an tarlv start often wins the race. Frijoles and another road to the Pecos gracefully to the remarkably vicious woman motioned with her thumb In
the direction of the coffn and remarkwill appear separately in the final re- You and I may be dead tomorrow and across the mountains, the visitors pulls.
ports, as well as such items of office if statehood is a good thing, we are would remember Santa Fe and New
Catherine stared straight ahead. ed: "That's the lady that died."
as much," replied
"I suspected
and other expense as can not be else- missing something if we pass to the Mexico even after they had
unusual quiet,
forgotten Finally attracted by an
she turned. Martin laid a finger to Moore..where classified. In 1909 the amount other world before Congress acts on every other place on their trip.
Enterprising German Advertiser.
was $11,889,000, and in 1904, $8,049,-000- , the matter. There isn't a day that
his Hps and then pointed to Philip,
A remarkable picture is one of
rest
who was taking the
the
an increase of $3,840,000, or 48 seme old timer or some young fellow
S.
The U.
Senate does not take
souvenirs of the Jubilee celebration
per cent. The average miscellaneous does not leave New Mexico either for kindly to the dictation of one Wil- of a conquerer, curled up on Martin's ot Berlin
which recently
expense per establishment in 1909 was other states or for the Great Beyond, liam Jennings Bryan of Nebraska. lap. The eyes of the girl and the man took place. university,
It was made in the aula
and Catherine stared at his
approximately $3,000, and in 1904, and just as the prophets of old sigh- But the Senate will be doing other held;
of
the university when the German
rumpled hair, at the smile in his eyes,
ed and longed for the glory of the
$4,000.
unprecedented stunts before very at the curve of hia arm supporting Emperor was delivering the address
so
do
and
citizens
Lord,
sigh
patriotic
and showe the speaker on the dais
The salaries and wages in 1909
Philip's head and something, rising
for the blessed privileges of long.
amounted to $33,936,000, and in 1904, long
to her throat, facing the standing audience of dignitoes
from
her
straight
American citizenship. If
complete
$25,74G,000, an increase of $8,190,000
choked her. In a jumble she taries, whose backs only are visible.
The special session of Congress Is almost
liberty and patriotism mean anything
or 32 per cent
reviewed
their hitter quarrel, their Possibly due to a freak on the part
then it is unpatriotic to fold hands not in a hurry to do business.
The
forever, a few of the camera, the standing men seem
In 1909 the number of salaried offi- now, to cease efforts of
presumably
state distribution of the loaves and fishes parting,
securing
In
confusion she all to be bald headed, and an enterback.
her
weeks
cials and clerks was 2,325, or 62 per hood without
to wait until Con- among the Democratic majority in
delay;
recall
not
the details, but one prising manufacturer of hair tonic has
could
cent.
gress and the President are good and the House takes time and patience.
remembered
she
distinctly she reproduced the picture on an adverthing
n
The average number of wage-earready to hand us statehood. Let's
had been in the right, of course. Of tising circular, in which ...he says:
ers in 1909 was 72,255, and in 1904, push them and push them real good
"How different these great men would
Statehood resolutions galore in the course?
62,173, an increase ot 10,082, or 16 per and hard. New Mexico should not let
appear had they used my hair invig-orather
face,
Martin,
slipped
reading
and my remedy against baldcent
itself be outdone by Arizona in this Senate and House but. ominous bis hand over hers. For an Instant
ness." London Glohe.
For South Carolina, the manufactur- - matter.
silence over at the White House.
.
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THE MOULTONESPE COMPANY
General Agents

;I

J. B. READ, Cashier,
F. McKANE, Assistant

"Da-da!-

"Da-da!-

$1 50.000

80.000

Transacts a general banking business In all its branches.
Loans money oh the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in ail markets for its customers. Buys and sells domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer of
money to all parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms as
are given by any money transacting agency public o private.
Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of four per cent
per annum, on six months' or years' time. Liberal advances
made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank
executes all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and aims
to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects, as is
consistent with safety and the principles qf sound banking.
Safety deposit boxes for rent. The patronage of the public is
respectfully solicited.

wage-earner-

pic-ni- c

"Da-da!-

Tor-ringto-

Da-da-

THE

HOTEL

William Vaughn prop;
One of the Best Hotels in the West
ROOMS IN SUITE WITH PRIVATE BATH

Cuisine and
.Table Service
Unex

Large Sample

Room for Com.
mercial Travelers

celled

SANTA PE, NEW MEXICO

WASHINGTON AVENUE

"Da-da!-

Da-da!- "

124126
Montezuma

Two Blocks From Depot
One Block West of Capitol

Capital Hotel

Ave

TELEPHONE

88

BLACK

HANDSOME ROOMS

0

Da-da!-

AMERICAN OR
EUROPEAN PLAN

ATTRACTIVE DINING
Service.

ROOM-Go- od

COURTEOUS TREATMENT

j

Mrs. L. C. KENNEDY.

Proprietor,

Santa Fe, N. M

IEE3E

.

wage-earner-

MONTEZUMA HOTELS
RECENTLY OPENED, IS SANTA FE'S IDEAL
COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS HOTEL.
Thirty seven rooms, newly and neatly furnished,
well lighter! and ventilated,
Kooms en suite with private bath an I phone.
FINK SAMPLE ROOM,

0

THOS. DORAN
Proprietor.

CHEERFUL DINING
ROOM. FINE CUISINE

RATES

$2.50 TO
$3.00 A DAY

C0RGNAD0 HOTEL
ONE OF THE

SEST JI3RT ORDER RESTAURANTS IN THE CITY
CUISINE AND TABLE SERVICE GOOD

LOCATED IN THE CENTRAL PART OF CITY
HOT AND COLD BATHS.
ELEOTRIO LIGHTS
Every Room
RATES E0O t '
G.
LUPE
HERRERA, Prop.
a Good One.
$1,00 per day

n

"Da-da!-

floor-leade-

Telephone Red 35 and hay
your orders delivered.

SOFT DR
Tte

feUowiag

are wrested to tke thirsty as sotnetttof

GINGER ALE, WILD CHERRY,
ROOT

BEER, KLONDIKE

fill,

coot and

istftof

LEMON SODA, IRON BREW
COCO COLA,

x x ::

Genuine Aztec Spring Mineral Water.
All drinks made

from

SANU FE

BOTTLING

HEMY

WORKS

s

filtered water

KBC.

Proprietor.

.

Santa Fe Plumbing Bouse
Corner Water & Galisteo Sts.

Plumbing, Heating
and Repairing -:

Phone Black 109.

:-

Wells Fargo & Co. Express
General Express Forwarders
TO

well-earne- d

AH
SflVf

.

Parts of The World

IMOflPV and lnconvenience by Purchasing Wells

lHUUWj Fargo Domestic Money Orders, Travelers'

Checks and Foreign Money Orders
U.

S.,' Canada, Mexico

MdipS'8"
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J. D. BARNES, Aggnt.
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may be an effective weapon before marriage; afterward, instead of
wiping them tenderly away, the average husband says: "Oh, for goodness
sake, don't make a scene," and goes
off to his office or his club till the
storm has blown over.

M.
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PERSONAL MENTION.

.UNITED STATES BANK S TRUST

CO.

EBBEKBSSjEE

Miss XT. Pirkey has returned from
the upper Pecos.
Miss F. Manger, a sightseer from
Denver, is at the Palace.

CAPITAL 850,000.00
Business

Does a General Banking

of
merchant
A. D. Archuleta, a
Douglas, Arizona, is in the city.
Governor Mills was a passenger
bound for Las Vegas last evening.
Teritorial Treasurer Miguel A.
Otero will go to Las Vegas this evening,
Hiehard Dunn, a lumber man of
Gascon, Mora county, is at the Pal-- !
ace.
A. Mennett, Sr., the well
known'
salesman from Las Vegas, is at the;
Palace.
Miss Esther Pollard of Winslow,
Arizona, is a visitor registered at the
Montezuma hotel.
W. D. Shea, traveling passenger and
freight agent of the Denver & Rio
Grande, returned last evening from a
trip to Iyas Vegas.
Dr. and Mrs. Standiey G. Small re- turned last night from El Paso where
they spent most of the week. They
had a very enjoyable trip.
His grace, the Most Reverend Archbishop Pitaval will not leave for Europe until after Easter, as he has a
large class to confirm here on Easter
Sunday.
J. C. Alexander and E. .1. Alexan-- !
der, business men of Auburn, Iowa,
are in the city. They are looking over business opportunities in New
Mexico.
F. N. Stiles, representing the West- ern Metal Manufacturing Company,
and who travels out of El Paso, is in
the city on business. lie called on
Territorial Engineer Charles D. Mil- ler, this morning.
Postal cards have been received by
Santa Fe friends of Rough Rider E. E.
Van Horn, who has been across the
border and has seen the insurrecto
army in action. Mr. Van Horn now is
stationed at Albuquerque with the cat-- !

H. F. STEPHENS. Cashier,
Asst. Cashier

President

H. B. LAUGH Li N,

W. E. GRIFFIN,

A1AKKETMKEP0RT

THINKING

6 4

Insurance

BEST

5 5

Fire, Life or Accident Insurance

Companies
or have your Bond furnished by the BEST Bonding Company; it costs
no more to get protection in the BEST Companies and you are

SURE

the

in

you get value received.

O. C. WATSON & CO.
Leading Fire Insurance Companies; District Managers, Mutual Life
Agents,
Insurance Co., New York; General Agents, United States Fidelity 4 Guaranty Co.
15

--

o

Santa

Offices II9 San Francisco St.

Fe, New Mexico
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Ladies and

STAMPED LINENS

IN

Pumps

Millinery That's Newj

July

19

Oats
Pork
Lard
Ribs

'

;

?'

lieAh

J

BLANKS
May 43

Misses

FOR

HEADQUARTERS

f;

Corn

May 30
July on 7 S.
May 15.20; July 102
May 7.97
July 55.05.
May 8.50fi.':
July 8.10.
WOOL MARKET,
St. Louis, Mo., April 7. Woo! unchanged; territory and western mediums 1()ffi22; fine mediums JOtlS;
fine 12';il3.
LIVESTOCK
Chicago, April
Cattle Receipts
2, mm.
Market steady, IVeeves $.",,2.1
fftfj.lu; Texas steers $;.." if; .",.7." ; western steers $4.90ffi5.!i; stockers, feeders $415.75; cows, heifers $2.7u'fi1
$C: calves $557;.
l.'.'Wt.
Hogs Receipts
Market
strong to five higher. Light $i).5((ft
C.95; mixed $0.30(5 C.C.; heavy $G.10fji
(3.65; rough $G.10(&G.:;:,
good to choice
heavy $C.35ffi 6. 05; pips $c.40?C.85;
bulk Ifi.lflO.GO.
Sheep Receipts
Market
lu.nun.
steady. Native $3?r.: western $3.25
5 yearlings $4.505.fi: almbs, native
50; western Sfi.SO.
Kansas City, April 7. Cattle 500,
Market
including 50 southerns.
Native steers $5.407i 0.00;
steady.
southern steers $.4.75 0.10; southern
cows, heifers $3.40G5.55: native cows,
heifers $3G.25; stockers, feeders
$4.50(5 5.85; bulls $4ff;5.33; calves $4
7; western steers $5fiG.25; western
cows $3.50(S5.25.
Hogs Receipts 8,000. Market five
agent higher. Bulk $6.35ftO.B5; heavy $0.30

and take

ACT AT ONCE

Is NOT Doing.

MONEY AND METALS.
New York, April 7. Lead dull t!rt
fit 450; Standard Copper
dull, spot and
May 11.70fftll.S5; Silver
GRAIN. PORK. LARD AND RIDS.
Chicago Wheat .May
$7;
July
S3

DESIGNS

NEW

Such as CENTER PIECES, Etc.
An Excellent Assortment and all
the Materials for Working.

'

Your Patronage Solicited

AISS A. MUG LER

Printed and to sale by New Mexl
can Printing Company, Santa Fe, N.
Mex.
Butchers' fion
liSheriffs'
Report of Lish
cences.
New Mexico
r Cour. Reports,
a sr. $6.50 ,1 volHot. 1 and 2, ...
una?; 3 to 12 mciuoi.e, $3.30 each;
one"' Digest of New Mexico Reports, full sheet, $6.60. Postage 25c.
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proof,
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Sheep Receipts
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320 Homestead
Entry.
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Relinquishment,
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Printing
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35
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with
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Sex Has Monopoly t0 separate
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f
one
both civil and criminal bound ln
Growling as the Feminine Has
book, 80 pases civil and 320 pages
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criminal. To introduce them they are
man offered at the following prices
There is one privilege
:
$2.7
will cling to long after they have Civil or Criminal . .
Combined Civil and CriminrJ .. 4.00
women
to
and
vote
the
that
given
right
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For 45 cents additional for a single
is their own inalienable natural born
business upon the strong
a
55
for
cents
or
additional
docket,
right to grumble.
sent
be
combination
will
wings of "Quality &
docket,
they
ftnocn't- pnimtilo tiaa
Thn man
malt or prepaid, express. Cash ln
Purity" And by :: ::
something rarlicallv wrnn with him
State
full must accompany
order.
no healthy-mindeever
lived
male
ALWAYS RELIABLE DRUGS
who hadn't a grievance which he vent- plainly whether English or Spanish
printed heading is wanted.
ed at every opportunity.
and never ending fideliWomen are always miserable with
309
Herewith are some bargains offered
ty to "Quality & Purity"
their grievances, but men are blissful
comNew
Mexican Printing
we expect to build to
ly contented over tnem. Give a man by the
the top and gain popua good, sound grievance and a com- pany: Code of Civil Procedure of the
fortable chair In which to air it, and Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
larity as the integrity of
no one need fear the distraction of hound, $1; paper bound. 75c. Missouri
our purpose justifies ::
clubs or race courses.
One of his Pleading forms, $5; Missouri Code
Come down and look at him in our window.
He is known and sold the
the two for Jio.
$6;
favorite grievances is women. If i Pleadings,
is a bachelor it is woman's fault thai Adapted to New Mexico Code, Laws
A new line medium 'price
:
world over for $2.50.
he remains so if he is a married man of New Mexico, 1880, 1901 and 1903,
ROCK CRYSTAL CUT GLASS
it is his wife's fault for having in-- English and Spanish pamphlets. $2.25;
Water Pitchers etc
Sheriff's Flexible
duced him to forsake the joys of sin- - fuH leather $3.
Champagne, Wine & Water Classes
.
If he doesn't grum-- ! Cover Pock-- t Dockets, single, $1.25;
gle blessedness.
San Francisco
New i BUTT
ble about the women, he grumbles two or more books, $1 each.
Reliable Jeweler
BROS.
Street
about the weather, the government,
Surreme Court Reports, Nog.
s
or the cook.
3 and 10 Inclusive, $3.30 each.
DRUGGISTS
There is nothing
in this pilation Corporation La .vs, 75 c. Coin-I- t
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BEDS A new line of Brass & Iron Beds to suit ail tastes
and purses. Our beds not only comfortable to sleep in but
an ornament to any home.
AKERS-WACNE-

FURNITURE

R

EXPERT EMBALMERS

FUNERAL

&

DIRECTORS

SURETY

INSURANCE.

COMPANY.

REAL ESTATE

BONDS.

Adolph Seligman Dry Goods Co.

Lk.w

-

d

P. P. LACASSAGNE.

WANTED

San Francisco St.

In every city and village in New Mexico agents to represent
the NATIONAL CASUALTY COMPANY. If you care to represent one of the best lines of HEALTH and ACCIDENT INSURANCE issued call on or address,

Have You Seen BIG BEN?

'

i

h--

JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, Manager,
Santa Fe Abstract, Realty & Insurance Agency.

!

Room No. 8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.

Phone Black No. 52

CO.:

H. C. YONTZ,

Com-seriou-

OXFORDS

PUMPS,

form of grumbling.
is constitu- - pilation Mining Laws, 0 c Money's
tionai, and as long as he can find any-- : Digest of New Mexico Reports, full
thing over which he can get up a good sheep, $6.50; full list school blanks.
"
growl, ana find omenno tn Huton tn t
.
him, the man of this type will be con--

and
;

in the

and most attractive styles for

MEN WOMEN AND CHILDREN

f

CORRICK'S

HACK

Shoe Specialist.

CLASS rlALis. SEKVlUti

For Hire at
Popular Prices

Buggies and
Saddle Horses

LINE

THEODORE CORRICK,

West Side Plaza

He comes home tired and snappish
he grumbles because, his shirt is K
badly ironed, because some fool has to
put his socks into the. drawer held '
sacred to collars,, because the fish is
undone, and the coffee weak and mud
dy. After he has grumbled, enough.
he will subside into a chair behind a
newspaper, and probably go to sleep.
Or he wakes up in the morning with
a liver, or finds a letter from his to
banker telling him that his account 'to
is' overdrawn!
Instead of bearing
either misfortune with the manly for-- ;
titude which, according to tradition,!
he should naturally be expected to dis- play, in nine cases out of ten he pro-- :
ceeds to vent his annoyance on every-- !
thing animate or Inanimate which
crosses his path. If only women were to
philosophical enough to realize that
the whole volcanic outburst is only a
tJt
harmless vent for overcharged
they would bear it with more
x
equanimity.
Anyway, tears are always a mistake
feel-ing-

Prop.

'

'

"
--

for

the Remaining Days of Lent
12c 15c 20c & 30c

Mackeral

SHREDDED COD
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i
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WHITE

SMOKED

Frame Your
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to
to
to

TO

Pictures
FOR THEM

INTRODUCTORY

PRICES-AS- K

EASTER

AND NOVELTIES

CARDS

:

to
to
to

FISH IN TINS,

Santa Fe Trail Curio Company

FISH.
to

IMPORTED.

to

-

CHEESE

IMPORTED

to

ROQUEFORT,
BRICK,
SWISS,
NEW YORK CREAM.

to

CUT

FLOWERS-ros-

to

City Eggs 30c a Doz.

The Best Food Stuffs for the Best Eaters.

NARCISSUS, DAFFODILS

::

SWEET PEAS, VIOLETS, HYACINTHS

::

to
WEDDING
to

H. S. KAUNE & CO.

es;

CARNATIONS,

to
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tented

'

NEWEST

flRM

::

161

j

HIGH SHOES

Our assortment equal to any city line.
Our Shoes The Highest Grade.
JOHN PFLEUQER

Phone Red

to

BOUQUETS,

TABLE

DECORATIONS,

DESIGNS.

FUNERAL

THE CLARENDON GARDEN

2Msr-

-

to

f

CONTINUOUS

SERVICE

DAY

AND

NIGHT

!

?!

i

SOLE AGENTS
FOR

WIRE

UP

THOSE

DARK

PLACES

Electric Irons That Stay Ho
Electric Toasters

Water Heaters and Percolaters

Santa Fe Water and Light Company

SOLE AGENTS
FOR

Electric Stoves
Electric Curling Irons
Electric Chafing Dishes
Tea Pots
Electric

I
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symptoms begin to make their unwelcome appearance. The mouth and
throat ulcerate, itching rashes appear on the body, the hair comes out
easily,
orown .spioicaes appear on tlie limbs, etc. So
highly contagious is the dis-- j
ease that it is sometimes communicated from one
to
another by the
person
use of the same toilet articles or handling the clothes of an infected person
o. o. o. ji.is oeej cunng contagious mood foison lor more than forty years.
It goes right down into the circulation", and removes every particle of the
poison. While curing the disease S. S. K. adds richness' and nourishing
powers to the blood, and a person who is cu.-eby the use of S. S. S. will find
that every portion of the system has been benefited by the treatment. S. S S
cures so perfectly that there is never any return of the old
symptoms; it
drives the poison completely out by purifving the blood which
is the only
safe and sure way to treat the disease. Write for our Home Treatment Book
and any medical advice you may desire, free. S. S. S. is for sale at
drug stores.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA. GA.

FRIDAY, APRIL 7, 1911.

ALBUQUERQUE TRACTION
MUDDLE UP TODAY.
A. Abbott Decides Election
Dispute at Padilias Against
Holders of Office.

Have you weak heart, dizzy feelings,
oppressed
breathing after meals? Or do you
pain
over the heart, shortness of breath onexperience
going
and the many distressing symptoms which
indicate
poor circulation and bad blood? A heart tonic,
blood and
that has stood the test of
over 40 years of cures is

The Albuquerque Traction muddle
was fought out on its merits before Judge Ira A. Abbott this morn
ing under an agreement made yester
day.

tinder

the original order entered

in connection with the
petition for
the restraining order and mandamus
which was filed last
Wednesday
morning the injunction only was ex
pected to be argued before the court
this morning.
The urgency of the
manei nowever is such that both
sides nave agreed to have the case
taken up before Judge Ira A. Abbott

this morning and thoroughly threshed

out.

'..777.7.77

Faint ?

Judge Ira

Contagious Blood Poison usually begins with a tinv sore or pimple as
the only outward evidence of its presence.
But in a sliort while its many

RATON NEW MEXICO.

M.

body-build-

Dr. Pierce'sGolden Medical Discovery
"eart becomes regular as clock-worThe red
blood corpuscles are increased in number-a- nd
the
'V"1? are weH fed- - The arteries are filled
good rich blood. That is why nervous
debility,
irritability, fainting spells, disappear and are overcome by ths alterative
extract of medicinal roots
put up by Dr Pierce without the use of alcohol.
.
.
.
Ask vnnr npiKKn
scrofulous conditions, ulcers, "fever-sores,- "
,
white .weCd!
Ur. Pierce's Discovery. Just the refreshing andvitaHz 'ng
!
neeae(J for
i
excessive tissue waste, in conva escence from fevers or
'
Stick
to this safc
people.
and";
as good " kinds offered by the dealer who is .ooklngTo
,'U
mg w.ll do you half as much good as Dr. Pierce's Golden
Medical

""I?

m

,
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rights in asking
had secured in
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successful practicing physicians, par- .u.
mission irom the Albuquerque has invited the new Santa Fe Trail as- the house and made
t:00 a. in. Hally except To Kditor C. S. Farmer:
his escape.
mul&ys. Kare S2 uu one way S1.50 round trip; fifty pound bneaae carried free.
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Scott
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and
favorable
to
health
the
physician
office yesterday and 'certificates
officer,
the propoof it falling during
July A iirust and a member of the American Medical
Philadelphia, April 7. Dr. Moses
of election were issued to the con- sition. The Business Men's associa-September.
Consrlerabw wind all association
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many times candidate for
tne
Fremont
tion,
an
and
active
testants
member
Good
of
County
Roads
following the order of the
the year.
.and, rich, red clay and the Masonic
order and the lodge judge that the election clearly showed association, the Canon City Civic Im mayor of Philadelphia, sees in the harsome loam.
Several
hundreds of oi Elks. Deceased was forty-siem skirt the moral uplift of the entire
years fraud on the part of the officers of provement league, the county commis- human
nave setuea in this country i of
sioners of Fremont county and Warrace, the physcial betterment
the
at
election
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the
time
of
who
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demise.
were
the
o:' New Mexico in last two
partisans den
years and
of the defendants in the
Tynan of the penitentiary, are of womanhood and reduced cost of livTo,KI,
proceeding.
ninety-five- ,
probably
per cent have CONVICT LOCK? BOY
all points in New Mexto make the road opening ing.
Hereafter Ramon Padilla and Petro-eingiven it up and returned east, but I
ico, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via NEW
Chaves are the justice of the the biggest event of its kind ever held
"Let the women wear fewer clothes
IN CAR TO STARVE.
have found no one yet who attemptin the West. Governor
peace and constable.
MEXICO CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
Shafroth, Gov- and there will be fewer divorce-,,- " he
ed to cultivate according to your
ernor Stubbs of Kansas and Governor says. "Trousers only cost $2, dresses
Railroads All Over Country Engage
method.
Some few have come nearin Frantic Search for Prison of
Warner of Michigan have expressed cost a fortune. Here is a reduction in
ly doing so and raised feed stuff the
their intention of being present. An the cost of living. Harem skirts will
of Criminal.
first year on sod broken ground.
'
effort is also being made to secure make women healthier, and thev
THE
will
I planted a winter rye
pasture the
7
the attendance of Governor Woodrow be prettier. Women should wear their
Palace.
mesFrantic
Philadelphia,
April
hitler part of July. Grazed it in Sep- A. Mennett. Sr..
Wilson of New Jersey.
hair cropped close and they will have
sages are
tember and October and it is now road centerbeing rushed to every rail- tirke.v, Pecos; Miss
in the baited States and
F. Manwr rD.
It is expected that 500 automobiles more brains."
out.
I
cut about 100 Canada and tracers
coming
nicely.
are being sent ver; A. D. Archuleta, Douglas, Ariz.; will go to the top of the gorge over
tons of gramma grass off my :!20
out to locate car No. 3!),49G of the Richard Dunn, Gascon; J. c. Alexan- the new
driveway on the day of the PERSON NEAR TO ARMOUR
acre claim.
Lehigh Valley railroad.
FAMILY STEALS $100,000.
In that car, der, h. j. Alexander, Auburn, Iowa.
opening.
New
Mexico.
Xegra,
it is feared, lies the body of
Montezuma.
old
ROUTE
K. S. ANDERSON.
Mrs. Thomas B.
Bernard Rogers, viclim of the most
Kansas City, Mo., April 7. Stocks
Stewart, Pecos- P
Answer:
There is little question diabolical schemes of
and bonds to the value of $100,000
DenVer: R L' Edminster!
ever
revenge
of successful
amd
were stolen recently from a safety defanning under con- attempted. He is believed, if a post- Santa Fe; C. B. Stubblefield, Las Ve-ditions outlined by Mr. Anderson
o. raciina, Wagon Mound
al card received by his
posit box in this city owned by Mrs.
uncle, AssistEswhen the farmer becomes fully fam- ant District
ei roiiara, Winslow, Ariz
S. B. Armour, widow of the late SiB
Attorney Cornelius
James
For rates and full information address
iliar with the specific principles of Rogers, is
Hudson District, Quay County
meon B. Armour of the Armour Packtrue, to have perished " rum, uenver; j.
St. J. F.
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the Hudson ing company, an8 sold, it was
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Hopkins in
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Morants, Las Vegas; A.
when and how, hut he must know the this cannot, be determined until
Agent,
mining
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district,
Quay
county,
tl,P
Gaydt,
thousand dolEI Paso Texas.
some assessment work and will be
why.
There are many things to car is located.
lars has been restored to Mrs. Armour
back to the Red
learn in the tillage of the soil before
Peaks in a short and no
The boy disappeared on Monday of
prosecutions will follow. None
A
time.
J.
R.
successful fanning can be carried on last week.
Odell Chicago; John
company is being incorpor of those interested will make
All efforts to locate him
Stefnas,
I. C. Alexander. R t
under conditions referred to.
ate hi ueveiop me Kaolin mine the name of the guilty person, public
The failed until
t
as he
yesterday, when his unsouth of San Jon.
It is reported is said to be near to the
big mistake made by the majority of cle received the
card. It is said that
wamily.
that A. E. Donovan has discovered
the people is in going into such the
writer had been sent to prison SLANG
FROM BENCH OF
large deposits of pure crystal alum
places before they learn how to till by Rogers for a
term, and
in the Cap Rock near Barancos.
U. S. SUPREME
the soil.
LIFE NOT WORTH LIVING
I'nfortunately there is a that to carry out a "vow of vengCOURT.
teeiing on the part of nearly every eance" he had enticed the
POPE PITIES MAN WHO
farmer that he knows all there is to boy to the
Washington,
of the
U the way Miss Alta
railroad yards and locked slang fhrases April
Abel, of West
SOUGHT TO KILL HIM
know.
It is our opinion that such him in
Justice McKenna of the
the car, which was on a sidBaden,
Ind., summed up her existence?
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f
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after having sought in vain for health.
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n
writes, "I was a complete wrec- kN.
Frederick D. McKenney, coun- madman and I forgive him- gladly."
ly practical
demonstration farm is
Rogers and all the railroad officials sel in a case
This ' was the Pope's comment to always tired, worn out and nervous.
established under the supervision of here are
before the court this
I had to spend about
for week, was
systematically
of mv
a
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trying to explain to the day when informed that Pietro
thoroughly competent manager the missing car. This searching
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country in a dry year.
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more water to grow the first crop
Pesanti's hat feeling is all
by the slang at the priest missed.
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ror TUB "first time" since he
had come from under the anesthetic,
Dallas stirred, moaning faintly.
Doctor Ware stepped to Marcia's
elbow. "You had better go now," he
"You can come bark
whispered.
after a little when he is fully conscious."
Marcia shook her head. She knelt,
statue-like- ,
now grlpp'ng both
the
wounded man's hands.
It was as If
she held him back from a chasm of
destruction.
Once or twice she spoke
his name, but so softly Ware alone
heard It.
"You had better go," he repeated
at last, seeing a faint flicker of the
eyelids.
Dallas muttered Inaudibly his Hps
had more color they began to be
Ware moistened them
l
dry.
cately. Dallas turned his head the
least bit, muttering again. Marcia
spoke to him low but strongly, and
so clearly it might have pierced the
ear of death itself.
You are coming back to us! To
nfe," she said. Then in a thrilling
voice: "Tell me what is it you
want?"
The flicker of the eyelids strength- ened still they did not lift. Marcia
bent closer so close she alone caught
the muttered name "Helen." Still she
knelt, still she held the languid hands,
but now her eyes were not misty a
radiance lit them that burned away
the mists. Over her shoulder she whis-perto Doctor Ware:
"Send for Helen Helen May. He
will know her because he loves
her."
Until Helen came
a long, long
hour she kept her place, soothing
uauas. it seemea
ttDa sirengxnening
indeed she was saving him, pouring
Into hlm her
superabundant life.
Ana wnen .Helen came she got up,
pushed the other into her place, then
nung
nerseir
upon
Impetuously
Ware's breast, almost sobbing.
"I tried so hard to do
tnnir
almost death to show me that Instead
I was doing wrong."
inroat.
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Chicago Teams, But He Has No
Fear of St Louis Browns.
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GROCERY and BAKERY
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Riv

Best, per lb. 30c

BUTTERMerritts
VEGETABLES

evelop-Mexican- o

Radish, Lettuce, Onions, Spinach, Soup Bunches,
Parsley, Cabbage, Celery, Asparagus, Rhubarb,

Phone

FORGET

OUR

BAKERY

!

DEPARTMENT

F. Andrews

No. 4.

j

... u,..,.,,..,-,L

-:
Turnips, Beets, Parsnips, Carrots, etc. -:
Poultry, Fish and Oyters, received twice a Week.
ORANGES, LEMONS, GRAPE FRUIT JUST RECEIVED

DON'T

f

Phone No.4.
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The Giving of Easter Gifts
A HAPPY CUSTOM
MORE UNIVEREACH
SALLY OBSERVED
YEAR
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stranger arrived yesterday,
"""CATION CONGRESS TO
j
wKilled in California Snow Slide
win en
k
INTERNATIONAL, j
A Rexall
Eeniamin Hagen, for several years a
tooth
special English
resident of Albuquerque, was killed in bruS,i and can of Rexall tooth powder j
(Continued From p 6 Qne '
j a snowslide in California,
his body be- - for 3d cents, at Fischer Drug Co.
found
snow.
30
of
under
feet
The
ing
Has Unique Souvenir Attorney B. families. Arid desert
lands, reclaimfuneral took place at Oakland, Call M. Read, the
historian, ed, are worth, he declared, possibly
fornia.
has a souvenir that is dear to his three times as much as the
prized
Have you tried the Chocolate Nou- heart as it
may well be to that of any corn lands in the middle west for the
gat Bar? Melts in your mouth. Fisch- resident of New Mexico. It is a copy reason that in the mountain
valleys
er Drug Co.
of El Nuevo Mexicano, published Julv the fertility of the ages has lain dor- Announced Invitations 30, 1S50, which was a very interesting mant awaiting the activities of the
Wedding
have been issued to the marriage of year for New Mexico. The little pa- - scientist, who makes the desert drink
Miss Mary Ferran, daughter of Mr. per contains as its leading article a and ttlen D'oom.
and Mrs. Isador Ferran to Jose I. Mar- protest against the election of Mr. Al- "The cost of creating these
as lieutenant governor of New!jec's will represent an expenditure by
tinez, son of Mr. and Mrs. Leandro
Martinez, which will take place April Mexico. Mr. Read expects to have a I;ncle Sam far greater than the cost
27, at Coyote, N. M.
synopsis made of the news of that is-- ; of the Panama canal, yet the cost is
Cooling, Delicious Ice Cream Sodas sue and to have it published for the not a dead expense, as it is with the
at Zook's Pharmacy.
interest 01 tnose who study the his canal, inasmuch as the money thus
spent for irrigation works returns in
There is Not Much you get more1 tory of this territory.
time to the United States treasury.
comfort, out of than your stomach.
Tonight's program at the Elks "The Throughout the entire world this
Dor't die in debt to it. Theri will
Sin." "The Twin
Unpardonable
method of the government of creating
be no danger of this if you read the
"Dusty Rhoades Takes a farm homes for the people is watched
new ad for F. Andrews in this issue.
Mother-in-law.'
and "Too Much
and studied.
Good tilings to eat that create that Flight,"
to
"In
addition
the work in the
hungry feeling are advertised.
Wood Vendors Busy The nights west, tne Keclamation
Service no
See the newest thing in aeroplanes.
are always cool in Santa Fe, a pecu doubt will be of proportionate
help to
See the Flight of Dusty Rhoades at
liarity of the wonderful climate this the south in its swamplands problems
the Elks.
It's good.
city enjoys. And today, with the as the years pass and the. scope of
"Merritts Best" Butter, 30c lb. No sun shining brightly and the tempera- the service
is broadened.
The Ieeali- better at any price. F. Andrews.
ture up in the fifties and sixties the ty of such work on the part of the
An Oratorical Treat Do not fan iO wood carrying burro is seen every- government has been established
by
hear some of the eternal truths that where. Huge wagon loads of fuel precedent and it is no idle dream to
j
were
also
will
at
Chafin
W.
the
emphasize
around
assert
at
conspicuous
Eugene
this time that the governthe court house next Monday even- Plaza and there is evidence that the ment will, in time, give much aid in
open fireplace still claims its devo the problem of draining our 80,000,000
ing. As a logical and convincing
speaker Mr. Chafin has few equals. tees these cool evenings. It is a good acres of swamplands. This problem
!
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our Roof
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FRIENDS

SPITZ,

S.

ft

YOUR BEST

well-know- n

Manufacturing
Jeweler.

STAND ON END.

winter hats and put on something
new and Attractive. Don't Let the Ladies out
Do you.

Straw Hats, Panama Hats Felt Hat.
In all the Newest
Shapes and Fancies. Come in.

The Cash Store
JULIUS H. GERDES

CSioosc Your

r

MAD E OF

It

1ST

68AM MAMlS

"

FOR THE MEN.

Compo-Rubbe-

Roofing is the Best Made.
We Guarantee It.

"

We Have Just Opened Up Many Crates of New Hats

Shouldjejhe Best
Weather Proof

pro-vare- z

Doff your

n.

-

nr

We have EXQUISITE DESIGNS in Filigree Crosses-Go- ld
and
SilverPlain and set with turquoise for chains, brooches,
etc. A NEW LINE OF THE LATEST IN JABOT PINS.
Our Store is Filled with Suggestions.
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Roofing
UIS.

'

Tr""?

Mffi

IWINO!rf22

At small cost you can cover your

roof with WATERPROOF and have an
absolutely tight roof, that will not
leak. You can lay it over an old shingle
or metal roof if you desire. It costs
about half as much as shingles and is

better. It is a
r,f heat
or cold. Any one can lay it, no mechanic required. Comes put up in roll
with nails and cement inside of the
package. It will last from 15 to 20
years. Come in and let us show you.

The Santa Fe Hardware
&

Supply Co.

ste r Outfit In Our

Fashio n Depart men t.
The

Ladies Will Need to Get Busy for Their

A

Complete and Authoritative Fashion

Dep't.

Ladies Suits and Skirts.

Easter "Gowns.

Here our patrons will find positively

Always on the alert for new
ways of benefiting our cus
tomers, this store, with its
accustomed enterprise, will
inaugurate from now on the
most advantageous and
convenient innovation ever

the very latest and most advanced styles
in every thing that is newest and best in
ladies dress. Here are shown the identical fashions all the well dressed women
in the large style centers-arnow wearing. Here you will find hints & sugges
tions for your new Spring Suit. Regardless of what you select you can rest"
assured that it is positively the best value
for the money you could possibly get.
Whether you buy or not, at least come
see this magnificent display of the NEWEST SPRING FASHIONS.
e

attempted.
t

NATHAN SALMON.

